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ABSTRACT: A quadrupole-octupole spherical aberration corredO< has been designed and 
built for a modified YO HBS S11lM. The cOtre(lor Ots between tbe second condenser and 
the objective lens, and consists of 6 separate stages. Each stage contains one strong 
quadrupole, one suong octupole and 12 auxiliary trim coli<. The corrector is provided with 
au1lJtuning software Utat measures all the relevant aberrations on-llne and tunes tbe corrector 
automatically. Preliminary tests of the corrector have verified lbe correction principle, and 
shown that it can readily compensate for parasitic aberrations arisiag from misaHgnmcnL 

1. lNTRODUCI'ION 

Aberration correction in eJecrron microscopy is a subject with a 60 year h.lstory dating back to 
tbe fundamental work of Schena (1936. 1947). There have been many parllal successes. such 
as Deltrap's quadrupole-<>ctupolc corn:<-~or which nulled spherical aberration (Cs) over 3() years 
ago (t>elttap 19<i4a, 1964b). M OfC fe<:C:nUy, lUI t:.IOC.lH)Ui.agn~liC SCAlUI)(Jlc-fOU.ud lc.US~$CAtupole 

corrector built for a conventional transmission electron microscope (CTEM) by Haider ct al. 
(199S), and a mostty .. electrostatic quadrupoJe.octupole correc.tor or both spherical and 
cbromotic (Cs and Cc) aberration built by Zach and Halder ( 1993) for a scanning electron 
microscope (S-EM) have both demonstrated an improvement of resolution Jn lheir respective 
microscopes. Nevcrtbeless. the pracdcal goal of attaining better rCS(lludon Utan had ever been 
reached by any 04hCI' microscope operating at tbe same vvltage app<IIS co remain unflllfUied. 

l. A QUADRUPOLE·OCfUPOLE CORRECTOR FOR A DKDICA TED STEM 

A s.canni.ng transmission electron mit.Toscopc (S'rEM) with corrected sphcrtcal 
aberration would produce a smaller probe size at a gi \'en beam current than an unconected 
STEM, and a larger beam curren1 in a probe of a gh·en siJ.e. Cs corrccllon in STEM is lbus 
expected to provide more tangible benefits than in CTEM. where lhe opllmum Cs value for 
phase contrast imaging is non-zero and the "information limit" resolution is typically determined 
by chromatic aberration. 

Sexrupole-round lens·sextupole correctors cannot be extended to Cc correctJon, and 
electrOstatic correctors are not suitable for beam cnerg.les abOve af(IUnd 30 keY. Keeping in 
mind that Cc will limit the resolution of a Cs·corrected microscope. the corrector we have 
designed and built for our VO H'BS dedicated STEM is an clectromainctiC quadrupole-octupolo 
Cs corrector that is compatible with incorporating Cc correction in the future. 1be VG HB5 has 
an objective lens with C, = 3.5 mm and Cc = 3.3 nun. In the standard microscope operating 
mode, tbe lens only demagnlfies the probe by 25x and gives a best dark field resolution of about 
0.4 om. 1be corrector has been built as a proof~of-principle inst.rtment designed to impart 
negative spherical aberration to tbe electron beam and Ulcreby compensate the positl,·e spherical 
abcnation ot tho microscope's o ther lenses. Improvements in the microscope perfO£mance 
beyood what can be achie,red in lhe best current 100 k:V STEMs are upected onJ)' when the 
objective lens is modified to provide smaller starting c, and Cc. and larger denJagniHcatlon. 
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The corrector consists of 6 idelltlcal stages, each ooe of which comprises a strong 
quadrupole and a strong octupole. The quadrupole windings are diStributed on the 12 poles Ill a 
way that approximates a.n ldcal quadrupole up to 8th order, and lbc (X."Wpolcs arc ideal up to 6Lb 
order. lbcre is also a separate weak auxiliary winding on each pole. Compu.tcr·cootrolled 
c-urrent supplies with I ppm stability are provided for each quadrupole, octupole and auxiliary 
winding. Software running under Microsoft NT operating system allows any number of the 
power supplies 10 be linked togCI!lcr with adjustable strengths and labeloo as a new conllol. I.e. It 
provides lhe OeJtibility oec<lcd to compensate for imperfections of the principal quadrupoles and 
oetupoles and also to create weak Independent dipoles, quadrupolcs. sectupole< and octupOies of 
arbitrary orientation. The electronics also sends currents to 4 sets of alignment coils and 
voltages to an 8-pole deflectO< that was used as an objective lens stlgmator Ill the RBS and now 
serves a.~ an objective tens aJ.ig:nmcnc coiJ. for a cotal of 96 computer--controlled power supplies. 
Because of tbe low power required by quaaropolcs and octupoles and the bigb packing density 
of our design. the corrector electronics fi ts into an cnclos:ure of 50x46"28 em. 

The quadrupole excitations arc antisymmetric about the mid·planc or the corrector. 
The 1irsH:m1er trajectories arc thus constrained by 3 independent parameters, which aiJows 
enough flexibility to couple the corrector to an entrance crossover &rua.ted within a range of 
distances 0 from the corrector (Fig. 1). 1be corrector produces a 1: 1 magnification. pre· 
aberrated image of tbe crossover o away from lbe exit race or the ccrreclor. 1be corrector is 
placed between the second condenser lens and the scan oolls precedi~ the objecUve IC<lS (Fig. 
2). Because the scan colls are placed after the cooa.'IO<. aberrations depending on the off-axis 
position in the image plane become unimportant. Varying the distance D of the exit crossover 
from the corrector allows the beam diameter inside tbe corrector a_nd lhe post-corrector 
demagn.ification lO be varied. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram or the quadrupole· Fig. 2 Placement of the corrector in the 
OGtupole CO<rector and of lhe electron modified HB5 column. 
trajectories through iL 

uecause quaarupoles and octupoles d-on't have the cyUnOtical symmetry or rouno 
lenses, three principal third order aberrations need to be considered: the normal spherical 
&berration (C3.o=C,), 2 -fold asdgmausm ot spbetlcal abetraUon (C3,2) and 4-told asugmausm 
(C3,4). Octupole 03. which contains an x-focus Une, acts on aU three coefficients, In proportions 
1, -4/3, 113. 04, which oontalns a y-focus Uno. also acts on all three. but io prnpo<llons I , 413, 
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1/3. Exciting 0 3 and 04 equally thus makes it possible 10 adjust the spherical aberration 
coef.llcient to any desired value, but also results in 4-fold astigmatism. The 4.-fold astigmatism 
can, bowevu, be removed by any oetupolo in whiGb the beam is fOund. wltbout affectlng the 
Oilier two aberrations. This is exactly the case in oetupoles 01 and 06, and approximately the 
case in octupoles 02 and OS. We excite these four octupoles approxJmarely equally. as this 
gives about the same absolute excitation (and hence the same fie ld sttength and saturation 
characteristics) in all the octupoles of the correaor. 

Furtbe:r key components of (•ur system are a fibc:r-optlc,aUy ®upled TV camera which 
caplll!es the ShadOw Image appearing In the derector pla.ne. a retractable bright fie ld derector 
using a Y A.P seJntillator. and a oomputer-base<l scanned i.mage acquis-Ition s-yste.m (Gatan 
Oig!Scan plus Power Macintosh) runoing under OigitaiMlcrograph Image acquisition and 
proce·SSing software. The VO column has been modified by adding a second condenser lens. 
extra illumination alignment coils and of course the conector. An ovczall system diagram is 
soown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. ~ Sys£Cm diagram of the (.'OITC(.'tOr. 

We have also modified the vacuum system of the upper coh,;mn by replacing the VG 
diffusion pump, liquid N2 trap and mechanical rotary pumps by an all-dry pumping sysrem 
conoisting of two ion pumJl" (270 and 25 lis) plus a molecular drag pump backed by a 
diaphragm pump. Vacuum levels about 4x better than previously have been attained, especially 
in the critical gun valve rcglon of tbc microscope, which is now pumped by lhe 2S Vs ion pun1p 
separately from the rest of the system. 

3. ABERRATION DIA GNOSIS 

Trying 10 correct S'plted cal aberration without bavlng a method for h1entlfylo.g and 
meaUlfing all the aberrations up to third order can lead to a situation '!l•here one is faced with a 
fvay lmage. a l:atge. number (> 10) o f controls SJ.ld oo useful proced utc. for making lhe image 
sharper. In the STEM~ two cti(ferenr methods for diagnosing the aberrations are available: visual 
examJnalion of f-ar- field shadow Images {Roocb.igrams). a_nd acqulring Images recorded with 
d.ift"c:n:nt detection angles and compating lheru in tbe computer. The second method Is related 
by reciprocity 10 1'EM bright netd au!Otunlng u£ing images acquired with different Illumination 
angles (Krivanek and Fan, 1994). 

eJtner metnOd allows one 10 cnaracterlze me aDerrauon nmcuon. Recor<11ng 
RoncbJgrams requl.res simply an e(1Jcienl two-dimensional detectOr such as ou_r Ober-optlcally 
coupled TV. 1be second methnd requires software and hardware that can vary the detection 
angle using the miaoscope Origson coils, record a tableau of the required images, analyze either 
the variation i.n theJr absolute position or in tbcir apparcn1 <k:focus and/or astigmatism. and 
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microscope. and found the manual Ronchigram method to be especially useful for initial set-up, 
and the automated Image tableau method best suite<! for One-tuning and precise measurement of 
the abcrrationa. Examples of results of both methods arc shown ln the next ~don. 

When running the autotuoing software on the microscope at probe currents O.S nA and 
greater prior to the incorporation of the corrector, we measured the C5 of tbc entire microscope 
as 7 mm and larger (we obtaine<l values as large as 120 mm). This is because in the large 
current mode the source is demagnified less, and the gun makes an appreciable contribution to 
the total c,. A corrected microscope will therefore give dramatically smaller probes at O.S nA 
and larger currents, providing an extra reason for Cs correetlon in the STEM. 

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE CORRECTOR 

At the ume or wrJUng or this manuscript, the corrector 1\ad been operational for a total 
"beam lime" of about 3 weeks. This bas prove<! enough to verify the correclloo principle we 
usc. but oot enough to fully optimize the operation of the corrector. 

First tests of the corrector verifie<l that the magnetic Oelds produced by the principal 
quad..rupoles of the 6 stages are coocemric to each other within ±40 )J.m. ThJs bas been achieved 
without altering the number of turns on each pole to perfect the field sl\ape. It is slightly better 
than what we e•pecte<l from tolerance buildup aod Inhomogeneity or the pcleplece material. h 
Is very welcome as It allows us to redUce the &trength or the trim coils rroo 10% to 3% or the 
excitation of the quadrupoles and tbc octupoles. and thus to decrease the influence of the trim 
coils on the stability of the total system. 

When deciding on the best first order trajectories through our system, the single most 
important patamet.er is the ratio of the beam dlametet tn the correc.tor 10 the beam diameter in 
the objective Ieos (OL). Increasing lbe beam diameter in lbe corrector by 2x while keeping the 
diameter in the Ol the same increases the corrector's effectiveness by 16x. The diameLer ratio is 
determined by the position of the beam crossover berween the corrector aod the Ol. In our 
s~tem. locating lhe cro~Mn•er :at the tUfftaction aper1ure (~ee Fig. 2) would give a correcoor 
capable of correctlng C5 of up to about 200 mm. but also result in increased instabUllies. We 
therefore lower the crossover position roughly tO the middle of the scan coils, and obtain a 
system capable of correcting C5 up to about 8 mm wim the present objective lens. 

Once the crossover position is fixed, the next important choice is the overall 
dcmagnlflcatlon of the ••vtnual" source {as seen by the first condenser). For high resolution 
operation we demagnify aboul SOx, for hJgh current operation about lOx. Together with the 
requirements that the COJTc<:tor quadrupoles be antisymmeulc and lhat th!! entrance and exJt 
crossover distances for the corrector be identical, lhis determines the required exchadons of t.bc 
two coodensers and or the corrector quadtupoles. 

Fig. 4 shows a shadow Image (RonehJgram) obtained on the Ob<r-optlcally coupled 
TV when the corrector's quadrupo1es were on and octupo1es off. Positive spherical aberration 
or the microscope demonstrates itself by the circle or inOnite azimuthal ma&niflcatioo (marke<l) 
and the circle or inOnite radial magnification at 0.58 the radius of the at.imutllal circle. 

Fig. 4 Underfocus Ronchigrarn 
recorded wJth lhe corrector's 

quadrupoles on and octupoles orr. 
Angular range - ±10 mrad. 

Fig. S shows a Ronchigram oblained with both the quadrupoles and the octupoles on. 
The occupOies were suonger than required for Cs compensation. As a result. t.hc whole system 
had negative s-pherical aberration. demonstrated by an overfocused central pan of the 
Ronchigram (revealed by the dark fringe inside the hole Image oear the cenrer) surrounded by a 
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circle of infinite radial magoiOcation. (Had c, been positive. an overfocused ceoual pan could 
not have any inllolte magnification circles around il.) 

l';g. 6 ShOws a RonchJgram obtained wtll1 IJ1e octupole excitation sealed oack to tne 
value required for total system c, • 0. Since a perfectly focused aAd aberratlon.correct.ed 
microscope gives an uninformatively uniform conuast In a Ronchigram. ll1e objective leO$ was 
underfocused by about 400 nm. TbJs has prOduced a RonchJgram lbat has uniform 
magnification. as expected for a Cs·corrcclcd STEM free of parasJlic abenalioos. The 
microscope had been tuned manually simply by observing Roochigrams and compensating for 
s-uccessively higher order aberrations using the appropriate controls, starting with first order 
abcrra<lons (defocus and astigmatism) and finally fine-tuning ll1e 3rd order coeffic.ients (C,, 2-
fold astigmatism or c,. and 4-fold astigmatism). 

Fig. 5 Ronchlgrarn recorded will! lbe octu· 
poles SI!Onger than needed for c, correction. 
Angular range - ~ l 0 mrad. 
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Ag. 7 Automated aberratJon diagnosis or Lhe corrected microscope. 
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fig. 7. shows the results of running the aberration diagnosis software on the 
microscope shortly after recording the Ronchigram shown in Fig. 6. The gold particles visible 
in tho im•l" an:: ·J~S nm in diunc:tc:c. Tbo injected dc.(eaJ.on tilt ilKLC:mcDt bc.twceo ocighboriD.J 
Images was S mrad. 1be arrows superimposed on the tableau images mow the relative 
displacement of the images wllb respect to the reference Image (after subtractlon of a spurious 
shift diagnosed by deleC!lng large angle dark field Images under ldeotlcal conditions). The X 
and Y components of the arrows are groupod together in the "X grad Chi" and "Y grad Chi" 
Images. These are fined with 2-dimensional third order polynomials. tnd the polynomial 
coeJlicients translated into aberration coefficients. 1be results for the present tableau are shown 
in the bottom half of the Results window. with all the aberrations in nm. The top half shoWS the 
results of the preceding diagnosis run with the same microscope set-up (to show lhe rcpettabllity 
or the lOalysis). The <=Its can be summarized .. follows: 

2nd order aberrations (coma a. b: 3-fold astigmatism a. b): all less Ulan l IUD 
C,: less Ulan 0.12 mm 
other third order •berrations: •·type: less !han 0.1 mm; b-type: less Ulan 0.4 mm 

We m•dc no attempt to correct the b-type third order aberrations, which should be zero 
in a system wilh perfect alignment, machlniug and material homogeneity. The fact lhat they are 
less Ulan 10% or !be initilll C5 again conllrms !he gond mecbanlcal precision lhat was achieved. 
With the b-type correction activated and !be beam Instability (see ne:n paragrapb) removed, we 
expect to be able to keep all 3rd order aberration coefficients easily below 0.1 m.m. 

Scanned Images acquired so far have shown a resolution or about 3 A in one direction 
and 5 A in !he papendicular direction. The resolution loss is due to an instability lhat is also 
present with the corrector switched off and tllsconnected from its po~~r supplles. We are now 
tracing !he origin of lhls Instability, and expect to have improved resolation images shortly. 

~- CONCl .IJS IO N 

The prelimiruory results dcacribed bcre shoW that thatllts to tile excellent nexibOity and 
pre<.:i.sion made possible by computcr-conlroUed power supplies and to new melbods of on-Une 
aberration dlagnosts, c, correction In our STEM ~as been achieved. Its benefits In terms of 
improved resolution and greater current into a gh·en·sizc probe promise to be considerable. 

Perhaps t.bc most exciting aspect of this development is that it is open-ended, with Cc 
and even Cs correction using similar principles and tecbniques presenting tbe:msclvcs as the 
narural next (!bough hllrdcr) steps. The road should ultimately lead to an era of lab-sited S1EM 
instruments able to routinely acbleve I A or even 0.5 A resolution. and to deliver probe currents 
into atom·slzed s.ample teglons thal ate large enou.gh for rapid and sensitive EELS and EDXS 
mlcroan:Uysls. Such Instruments will be able to Image and determJoe the chemJelll types of 
individual atoms in many kinds of materials. and thereby btiug benefit< to !he Materials Science 
community lhat are just as revolutionary as lllose brought to astronomy by !be abtrrarion, 
correued Hubble space tele.u;ope. 
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